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Richard Noble OBE succeeded against all the odds when his Thrust Supersonic Car went supersonic. Richard specialises in developing high
risk ventures which includes projects such as the ARV Super2 light aircraft and the Farnborough Aircraft, which is creating the first point to
point taxi aircraft.
Richard excels in project management - from conception to completio

In detail

Languages

Richard founded the original Project Thrust in 1974. His Thrust 2

Richard presents in English.

programme which brought the World Land Speed Record back to
Britain in 1983 and the Thrust SSC first ever supersonic land

Want to know more?

speed record programme are the best known. In 1997, Richard

Give us a call or send us an e-mail to find out exactly what he

achieved the seemingly impossible, his newly designed

could bring to your event.

Supersonic car broke first the land speed record, and later that
same year broke the sound barrier with Andy Green as one of the

How to book him?

top RAF pilots on the steering wheel.

Simply phone, fax or e-mail us.

What he offers you

Publications

Richard's presentation features motivation, challenge, the
essential will to win through to success and features the stress,
pressure and struggle of the latest project. The idea is to inspire

1998
Thrust: the Remarkable Story of One Man\'s Quest for Speed

the audience to realise that their true potential is likely to be way
ahead of their current levels of personal ambition and to
encourage original thought, action and to understand true
teamwork.

How he presents
Richard's thought provoking presentations are filled with the
details of his daring exploits and are presented at a fast pace
whilst featuring amazing video footage.

Topics
Goal Achieving
Leadership
Teamwork and Motivation
Innovation and Design
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